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Special Note by Lyn Roberts, Managing Editor

A special “thank-you” is due to Professor Daniel Sandman and as always, Michele

Vercillin, for collecting, pre-editing, and for their utmost cooperation in again preparing

this special anniversary issue dedicated to Professor Sukant Tripathy. Without their

diligence and perseverance, this issue would not be possible. These papers were

presented to our office in a manner that truly made my editing and formatting job a

pleasure. This is indeed a bittersweet effort, Professor Tripathy continues to be missed

by all and the fact that we are on our fifth symposium and special issue certainly

proves he has not, and will not, be forgotten.

I would also like to thank all the contributing authors for their cooperation in assisting

Dr. Sandman and Michele in their endeavor. We thank you for your patience in working

with us and “coming through” for us at a time when deadlines have become crucial in the

publishing world. We could not have done it without you.

This issue is an ongoing tribute to Professor Tripathy presented by those who knew,

honored, respected, and miss him.
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